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ABSTRACT

The developments and state-of-the-art in capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry (CE-MS) are reviewed and evaluated. Atten-
tion is paid to interfaces for CE-MS, the coupling of CE to the interface, applications of CE-MS in both qualitative and quantitative
analysis, CE buffer composition and the coupling of other electromigration techniques to MS. The state-of-the-art is critically reviewed.
Special attention is paid to the achievable concentration detection limits, because the present limits in the low-ppm range prohibit the
broad analytical use of the CE-MS technique. Current approaches to solving or removing these problems are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electrophoresis is the migration of electrically
charged particles or ions in solution due to an
applied electric field. It is the basic principle of a
variety of analytical and preparative techniques that
are widely applied, especially amongst biochemists
[1,2]. In the early 198Os,  Jorgenson and Lukacs [3,4]

* Corresponding author.

demonstrated that highly efficient separations are
possible by the use of high voltage. These high
vohages  can be applied if the heat dissipation is
enhanced by means of a reduction of the internal
diameter of the separation tube, e.g., down to
50-100 pm I.D. High-voltage or high-performance
capillary zone electrophoresis (denoted CE through-
out this text) is an important breakthrough in the
analytical application of electrophoresis. Impressive
results with CE showing separations with plate
numbers in excess of lo6 have been demonstrated.
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The technique has recently been reviewed in a
monograph by Li [5] and by others [6,7].

This paper deals with the coupling of high-voltage
capillary zone electrophoresis and mass spectrom-
etry (CE-MS). The on-line combination of high-
efficiency separations in capillary electrophoresis
and the detection and identification potential of a
mass spectrometer is an attractive perspective. CE-
MS coupling was investigated soon after the intro-
duction of high-voltage capillary electrophoresis.
The first paper on CE-MS was published in 1987 by
the Smith’s group [8]. This paper reviews the state of
the research and critically evaluates the possibilities
and limitations of CE-MS.

CE is a liquid-phase separation technique. In
order to couple CE with a mass spectrometer, an
interface must be present. Most interfaces applied in
CE-MS are adaptations of interfaces developed for
LC-MS. In practice, a CE-MS system consists of a
CE apparatus, a special coupling device, an LC-MS
interface and a mass spectrometer.

Typical flow-rates from a CE capillary range from
0 to 100 nl/min, while the current low flow-rate
LC-MS interfaces operate in the range of l-50,4/
min. A make-up liquid is used to solve this flow-rate
incompatibility problem.

In setting up the complete system, it is found that
the electrical connection at the interface side of the
separation capillary is sometimes difficult to accom-
plish. Unlike in a normal CE set-up, the cathode end
of the capillary cannot simply be placed in a buffer
vial but must be connected to the CE-MS interface.

Another aspect of CE-MS interfacing is related to
the solvent composition of the CE buffer solution.
Although the flow-rate of CE buffer is very low, the
presence of non-volatile buffer constituents can be
detrimental to the (long-term) performance of the
MS detection, owing to interface and ion source
contamination.

The very high efficiencies that can be achieved in
CE can give problems with the scanning speeds of
MS. Peaks with migration times of 100 and 1000 s
and a plate number of lo6 have peak standard
deviations of 0.1 and 1 s, respectively. At least 6-10
data points, e.g., scans, are necessary for an ade-
quate characterization of the peak. Full scan acqui-
sition over a large mass range can be difficult
because the cycle time becomes too short. This is
especially true for sector instruments.

Further, with the mass spectrometer principally
being a mass flow-sensitive detector, problems might
be experienced with the achievable minimum detect-
able concentrations.

In addition to CE, other electromigration tech-
niques have been coupled to MS. Further, coupling
to special MS devices and off-line coupling to
plasma and laser desorption time-of-flight instru-
ments have been described.

These topics are discussed in more detail below.

2. INTERFACES FOR CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS-

MASS SPECTROMETRY

Three adapted LC-MS interfaces are currently in
use for CE-MS: continuous-flow fast atom bom-
bardment (CF-FAB), electrospray and ionspray.
General aspects of LC-MS coupling and interface
strategies are dealt with in detail elsewhere [9, lo]. A
concise description of the interfaces used and the
working principles is given here.

In a CF-FAB interface, a continuous flow of
liquid, typically 5-l 5 pl/min, is introduced through a
50-75 pm I.D. fused-silica capillary to a metal
target, which is positioned in a high-vacuum ion
source. As in most instances magnetic sector instru-
ments are used for CF-FAB, the ion source is at high
potential (4-8 kV). A schematic diagram of the
interface is shown in Fig. la. The solvent should
contain l-5% of glycerol to retard evaporation and
to serve as matrix in the FAB ionization. The liquid
forms a uniform film on the target, from which
ionization of the analytes is achieved by bombard-
ment with 8-keV xenon atoms. Part of the liquid
evaporates from the target surface, while the excess
liquid is collected on to a so-called wick which is a
piece of compressed paper placed at the bottom of
the ion source. Special features of the CF-FAB
interface are discussed in considerably more detail
elsewhere [9,11]. The coupling of CE and MS via a
CF-FAB interface was first described by Minard et
al. (121.

In an electrospray interface, a continuous flow of
liquid, typically l-10 $/min,  is nebulized as very
small droplets (< 1 ,um droplet size) into an atmo-
spheric-pressure ion source by the action of a strong
electric field on the liquid in a narrow-bore capillary.
The evaporation of the solvent from the droplets is
assisted by a countercurrent heated nitrogen flow.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of LC-MS interfaces used in CE-MS coupling. (a) Continuous-flow fast atom bombardment interface; (b)
electrospray interface; (c) ionspray interface. From (a) ref. 11 @ 1990, Wiley), (b) ref. 13 (0 1985, American Chemical Society) and (c)
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Analytes are ionized from the droplets by the ion
evaporation process or as a result of gas-phase ion-
molecule reactions. The ions are introduced through
a small pinhole or a narrow-bore capillary into the
high vacuum of the mass spectrometer. A schematic
diagram of the electrospray interface, as originally
designed by Whitehouse et al. [13],  is shown in
Fig. lb. In this type of electrospray interface the
spray needle is at ground potential, while the counter
electrode is at a potential of 3-5 kV. Other electro-
spray systems have been described in which the
needle is at 3-5 kV relative to a grounded counter
electrode. This difference has some consequences for
the experimental set-up. CE-MS coupling using an
electrospray interface was first  described by Smith’s
group PI.

The ionspray  interface [14]  is also an interface
based on an atmospheric-pressure ion source. The
major difference from electrospray is that in the
ionspray  interface the nebulization is assisted by a
gas stream surrounding the electrospray needle. As a
result, higher flow-rates, typically up to 50 $/min,
can be introduced. A schematic diagram of the
ionspray interface is shown in Fig. lc. From Fig. 1 b
and c it can be concluded that there are basically two
designs for the transition region between atmo-
spheric pressure and the high vacuum of the mass
spectrometer, i.e., via a glass capillary and a differ-
entially pumped nozzle-skimmer arrangement [ 131
or via a pinhole and the use of high-efficiency
cryopumps [ 141. These aspects are discussed in more
detail by Bruins [15].  CE-MS coupling via an
ionspray  interface was first described by Henion’s
group [ 161.

Some other approaches to CE-MS coupling are
discussed in a separate section below.

3. COUPLING OF CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS TO

THE INTERFACE

Typical flow-rates from the CE separation capil-
lary are in the range &lo0  nl/min. Currently used
LC-MS interfaces cannot operate at such low flow-
rates; at least 5-10 pl/min are required on CF-FAB
and 0.2-l pl/min in electrospray. The problems in
coupling CE and MS are thus identical with those
met in the on-line coupling of open-tubular LC and
MS [17].  The general solution to this problem is the
postcapillary addition of a make-up liquid which

serves not only as an additional flow but also in
establishing electrical contact between the CE buffer
and the electrode. The make-up liquid can be added
by means of a coaxial capillary, as first demon-
strated by Niessen and Poppe [18] for open-tubular
LC-MS using a direct-liquid introduction interface
and subsequently adapted for continuous-flow fast
atom bombardment by De Wit et al. [19].  Obviously,
the make-up liquid can also be added by means of a
low-dead-volume T-piece between the separation
capillary and the CE-MS interface. The specially
designed T-piece used is called a liquid-junction
coupling. Extreme care must be taken not to lose the
separation efficiency and resolution of CE owing to
external peak broadening in these coupling devices,
especially in the latter.

The first experiments in CE-MS were described
by Smith’s group [8] in 1987. The interface was based
on the electrospray LC-MS interface described by
Whitehouse et al. [ 131. A major difference between
these two electrospray interfaces is that in the
Whitehouse interface the needle is at ground poten-
tial relative to a cylindrical counter electrode at 3-
5 kV, whereas in the Smith interface the needle is at a
potential of 3-5 kV relative to a grounded plate.
Therefore, in the latter design the low-voltage end of
the CE capillary cannot be at ground potential, as in
a conventional CE set-up, but must be at a potential
of a few kilovolts. In the first prototype [8,20],  the
low-voltage end of the 100 pm I.D. fused-silica CE
separation capillary was surrounded by a 300 pm
I.D. x 450 pm O.D. stainless-steel capillary, kept at
O-5 kV and functioning both as the CE cathode and
as the electrospray needle. Relatively large capillary
diameters were required to achieve a sufficiently
high flow-rate to sustain stable electrospray perfor-
mance. In the second prototype [21],  the electric
contact to the buffer solution was improved by the
deposition of silver on the fused-silica capillary and
the stainless-steel sheath. A further improved inter-
face was subsequently developed in which a liquid
sheath flow surrounding the CE capillary provided
for both the electric contact at the cathode end of the
CE capillary and the suitable solvent conditions for
the electrospray, independent of the CE buffer
solution [22,23].  A schematic diagram of the inter-
face is shown in Fig. 2. This set-up also permitted the
use of separation capillaries of smaller I.D., i.e.,
<75 ,um.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the electrospray interface for CE-MS as described by Smith and co-workers [22,23]. From ref. 23 (0 1989,
Academic Press).

The improved interface of Smith and co-workers
[22,23]  is an example of a coaxial delivery of
make-up liquid. Coaxial coupling for CE-MS have
been described not only for electrospray, but also for
CF-FAB and ionspray.

Coaxial make-up liquid addition for CE-MS via
CF-FAB was first described by Moseley et al. [24,25]
based on a design for LC-MS coupling [19].  This is
an elegant approach, as it allows for independent
optimization of the flow-rate and composition of the
liquids in CE separation capillary and make-up
liquid. Further, it permits the addition of the
glycerol necessary as a FAB matrix without signif-
icant peak broadening. However, as the outlet end
of the CE capillary is in the high-vacuum ion source,
a significant vacuum-induced flow, e.g., up to 4 pl/
min for a 75 pm I.D. capillary, is observed. This
vacuum-induced flow results in a significantly re-
duced efficiency in CE as it induces a parabolic
rather than a plug-type flow profile. These effects
could be minimized by,decreasing the I.D. of the CE
separation capillary down to 13 pm. The cathode
end of the capillary is at the ion-source potential of
8 kV. A similar coaxial coupling for CF-FAB has
been described by Suter and Caprioli [26].

The coaxial coupling for CF-FAB as developed
by Moseley ef al. [24,25] has been adapted for
coupling CE to an electrospray interface [27,28].  As
the outlet is at atmospheric pressure, conventional
75 pm I.D. CE separation capillaries can be used. A
similar device has been described by Tsuji et al. [29].
A coaxial coupling for the ionspray  interface has
been described by Thibault and co-workers [30,31].

In a liquid-junction coupling the CE separation
capillary and a transfer capillary to the interface are
carefully aligned and the capillary ends are in close
proximity. The gap between the two capillaries is of
the order of 25 pm. The system is immersed in the
make-up liquid. Minard and co-workers [12,32]
were the first to describe a liquid-junction coupling
to the CF-FAB interface. In the first design, the two
capillaries were glued to a glass plate [12],  whereas
the second design had greater flexibility in mounting
and aligning the capillaries [13].  Subsequently, a
variety of liquid-junction coupling devices were
described for CF-FAB interfacing [26,33-351.  The
liquid-junction coupling, described by Henion’s
group [36] for use in combination with an ionspray
interface, has been extensively used in a variety of
CE-MS applications. A modified version of this
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the fully articulated ionspray interface for CE-MS showing  both liquid-junction and coaxial con~gurations.
From ref. 31 (0 1992, Elsevier).

device, as described by Pleasance et al. [3 11,  is shown
in Fig. 3, where both liquid-junction and coaxial
couplings are illustrated.

Comparisons of the performances of liquid-junc-
tion and coaxial coupling were made by Suter
and Caprioli [26]  for a CF-FAB interface and by
Pleasance et al. [31]  for an ionspray  interface. The
liquid-junction coupling results in longer analysis
times. According to Pleasance et al. [3 11, this cannot
fully be explained by the additional length of the
transfer capillary, but might be attributable to dif-
ferences in the buffer composition at the coupling.
The latter is also held responsible for the 10-12 ,uA

higher current with the liquid-junction coupling.
Suter and Caprioli [26] indicated that the longer
retention time leads to an improved resolution, but it
is questionable whether this effect can be exploited
in solving separation problems.

The liquid-junction coupling was also found to
give significant external peak broadening. Up to
four times lower plate numbers were found for
the liquid-junction coupling relative to the coaxial
coupling in ionspray  [31].  Even larger differences
were reported for the CF-FAB system [26].  These
losses are in agreement with values reported by
Reinhoud et al. [34],  who compared plate numbers
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measured by on-capillary laser-induced fluorescence
detection before and after the liquid-junction cou-
pling. It can be calculated [31]  that the peak
broadening in the transfer capillary cannot fully
account for this loss, meaning that in the actual
coupling peak broadening also takes place.

lower sample loadability. Further, the system is
more difficult to construct and arcing through the
narrow-bore capillaries may occur at higher field
strengths [26].

4. SELECTED APPLICATIONS OF CAPILLARY ELEC-

With the ionspray  system it was found that the
make-up flow-rate in the liquid-junction coupling
was lower than that with the coaxial coupling [31].
This results in a larger influence of the CE buffer
system on the background and the noise. It may also
influence the ionspray  response in a compound-
dependent way: 30-50%  better responses were ob-
served for some compounds in the coaxial system,
but also a 30% better response for another com-
pound [31]  with the liquid-junction coupling. Signif-
icantly better signal-to-noise ratios in CF-FAB-MS
were found for the coaxial relative to the liquid-
junction coupling [26].

TROPHORESIS-MASS SPECTROMETRY

An overview of the compound classes analysed by
CE-MS using various interfaces is given in Table 1.
The major field of application in CE-MS is con-
cerned with the analysis of peptides  with special
attention to neuropeptides and tryptic  digests of
larger proteins. Further, the analysis of quaternary
ammonium salts and drugs is frequently reported.
Some of these applications have been selected for a
more detailed discussion, which is subdivided into
qualitative and quantitative aspects.

For coupling to the ionspray  interface, coaxial
coupling is to be preferred, as it shows greater
flexibility and the ability for flow-injection analysis
of compounds via the make-up liquid for tuning the
system [31].  The same is true for coupling to
electrospray interfaces. With the CF-FAB interface
the situation is different: the necessity to work with
10 pm I.D. separation capillaries in order to reduce
the vacuum-induced flow results in a significantly

4.1. Qualitative analysis

Because CE is extremely attractive as a separation
method for biomolecules such as peptides and
proteins, most of the papers are concerned with this
field of application.

The analysis of chemotactic and neuropeptides
was described by Moseley et al. [37].  The separation
of six chemotactic peptides at the low femtomole

TABLE 1

APPLICATION OF CE-MS

References are given in which the analysis of the indicated compound classes with CE-MS using a particular interface is described.

Compound class CF-FAB Electrospray Ionspray

Acid pesticides 36
Anthracyclines 62, 63
Benzodiazepines 48
Quaternary ammonium compounds 34 8, 2&22
DeoxynucleosidePAH  adducts’ 35
Macrolide antibiotics 28 31
Paralytic shellfish toxins 74 31, 75, 77
Peptides 12, 24-27, 32-34, 37, 45, 56, 74, 78 21, 23, 43, 44, 50, 51 16, 30, 36, 46, 49
Proteins 23, 29, 43, 44 30
Quaternary phosphonium salts 22
Sulphonamides 47 48
Sulphonylureas 76
Sulphonated azo dyes 36, 79

0 PAH = polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon.
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Fig. 4. Mass electropherograms for a mixture of chemotactic peptides. From ref. 37 (0 1991, American Chemical Society).
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Fig. 5. Product-ion mass spectra of the CE-MS-MS analysis of three neuropeptides. From ref. 37 (0 1991, American Chemical Society).
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level by CE-MS with coaxial coupling to a CF-FAB
interface is shown in Fig. 4. The peptides  were
separated as negative ions at pH 8.5, but detected
mass spectrometrically as positive ions using a
CF-FAB matrix buffer of pH 3.5. Very high separa-
tion efficiencies ranging from 34 000 to 420 000
were achieved. The neuropeptides methionine-enke-
phalin, methionine-enkephalinamide and the penta-
peptide FLEE1 were also analysed at the 20-40-fmol
level under similar conditions. Product-ion spectra
for the protonated molecules of these three com-
pounds were acquired during CE-MS-MS (see
Fig. 5). The spectra contain sequence-informative
peaks, permitting identification of these peptides
(except for FLEEI,  for which the sequence informa-
tion is incomplete).

The electrospray and the ionspray  interfaces add
another dimension to the MS analysis of peptides
and proteins. The major impetus for the further
development of this interface comes from the obser-
vation of series of multiply charged ions in the mass
spectra of high-molecular-mass proteins, as first
demonstrated by Fenn and co-workers [38,39].  As a
mass spectrometer is separating and detecting the
ions according to their m/z values, the multiple
charging brings the peaks due to the protein within
the mass range of a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
From the ion envelope obtained in the mass spec-
trum, the average molecular mass of the protein can
be calculated. Electrospray MS of peptides  and
proteins has been reviewed in various excellent
papers [40-42].

The first to demonstrate the potential of the high-
molecular-mass determination of proteins by CE-
MS was Smith’s group [23,43,44].  As an example,
the separation of a mixture of horse heart cyto-
chrome c (Mr 12 360),  Candida  krusei cytochrome c
(Mr 12 548)  whale myoglobin (Mr 17 199) and
horse myoglobin (Mr 16 950) at the ca. 1 pmol per
component level (0.1 mmol/l) in a 750 mm x 50 pm
I.D. capillary at 25 kV is shown in Fig. 6. The
detection of proteins at these low picomole levels has
also been demonstrated by others with both electro-
spray [29] and ionspray  [30].  For further character-
ization of the proteins, enzymic digests can be used.
The CE-MS analysis of tryptic  digests of proteins
has been described by various workers, using either
CF-FAB [33,45]  or ionspray  [30,36,46].  The peptide
mixtures were analysed at the l&50-pmol level.

The CE-MS analysis of sulphonamides [47,48]
and benzodiazepines [48]  using coaxial coupling to
an electrospray interface [47] or liquid-junction
coupling to an ionspray  interface [48] may serve as
examples of other compound classes analysed by
CE-MS. In urine samples collected 2,4 and 7 h after
the oral administration of 30 mg of flurazepam, the
N-1-hydroxyethyl and some minor metabolites of
flurazepam were detected by CE-MS. The major
metabolite was estimated to be present at the 4 pg/ml
level [48].

4.2. Quantitative analysis

Quantitative analysis by CE-MS has hardly been
described. A wide variety of compounds can be
analysed at the picomole per injection level and in
favourable instances even lower. Considering the
small injection volume of only a few nanolitres,
concentration detection limits in most instances are
in the low-ppm range. This aspect is discussed in
more detail in a later section.

The peaks obtained in selective ion monitoring in
CE-MS from an aqueous dilution series of methio-
nine-enkephalin ranging from 1 to 100 ppm are
shown in Fig. 7 (1 ppm correspond to 15 pg or
30 fmol injected on to the capillary) [49].  However,
in order to permit the analysis of this and other
neuropeptides in cerebrospinal fluid, detection lim-
its in the low-ppb range must be achieved.

Detection of adducts  of nucleotides with poly-
cyclic aromatic compounds using CE-MS with
liquid-junction coupling and a CF-FAB interface
has been described by Wolf et al. [35].  Selected
reaction monitoring in MS-MS was applied to
detect the DNA adducts  at the 120-fmol  level.

5. CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS BUFFER COMPOSI-
TION

In LC-MS operation, the user of non-volatile
buffer constituents of the mobile phase is prohibited
in routine use with all interface types. Considering
the importance of the buffer type in CE, it is
worthwhile to pay attention to the influence of
buffer type on the performance of the CE-MS
system. In general, it is thought that the use of
non-volatile buffers is not as harmful in CE-MS as it
is in LC-MS because of the dilution of the capillary
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Fig. 6. Separation of a mixture of horse heart cytochrome c (MC 12 360),  Candida  krusei cytochrome c (Mr 12 548),  whale myoglobin
(Mr 17 199) and horse myoglobin (M, 16 950) at the ca. 1 pmol per component level in a 750 mm x 50 pm I.D. capillary at 25 kV. From
ref. 44 (0 1989, Elsevier).
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Fig. 7. CE-MS analysis of an aqueous dilution series of methionine-enkephalin on a 1000 mm x 100 pm I.D. capillary at 30 kV. Injection
volume ca. 15 nl. From ref. 49 (0 1989, Elsevier).

effluent in the liquid-junction or coaxial coupling.
The possible influence of the CE buffer on the
ionization performance was briefly discussed in the
context of a comparison of liquid-junction and
coaxial couplings (see above) [31].  Various workers
have considered the selection of the CE buffer to be
used in CE-MS [31,33,50].  In most of the papers
published on CE-MS, volatile buffer systems, i.e.,
systems prepared with ammonium acetate, triflu-
oroacetic acid or formic acid have been used. The
use of non-volatile buffers, e.g., containing phos-
phate, Tris or Trisma [21-23,31,43&l,  has been
described in only a few papers. Caprioli et al. [33]
tested the addition of 50-150 mmol/l sodium chlo-
ride to the buffers in combination with a liquid-
junction coupling and a CF-FAB interface. The
sensitivity was significantly lower and abundant
sodium adduct ions were detected. However, with
40 mmol/l sodium chloride and citric acid in the CE
buffer and a volatile buffer system in the liquid-
junction coupling, no detrimental effects on CF-
FAB performance were experienced [33].  The influ-
ence of the buffer type and pH on the mass
spectrometric detection of peptides and proteins has

also been investigated, especially in combination
with the electrospray interface. The separation of
peptides  as negative ions at high pH and MS
detection as positive ions by using a low-pH make-
up liquid has already been mentioned (cJ, Fig. 5). A
more systematic study was described by Moseley et
al. [50].  The CE separation of peptides  at low pH,
i.e., a positive ions, is difficult because of interac-
tions of the analytes with the negatively charged wall
of the fused-silica capillary. However, low pH is
favourable in the positive-ion MS detection of
peptides  because it promotes the protonation of the
analytes. Moseley et al. [50]  concluded that it is to be
preferred to perform the separation at low pH in
coated capillaries, in which wall interaction is avoid-
ed. CE-MS at low pH in coated capillaries was also
described by Thibault et al. [30].

6. CRITICAL EVALUATION

Although CE-MS can still be considered to be an
immature technique (most of the results reviewed in
this paper have been acquired by only six research
groups), the potential of the technique is clearly
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demonstrated by the examples available in the
literature. Determination of molecular mass and, by
the use of MS-MS, even structure elucidation is
obviously an attractive prospect when a high-efti-
ciency separation method becomes available. Inher-
ent to the improved separation power is the detec-
tion of new compounds, e.g., minor impurities.
However, the MS characterization of these com-
pounds requires sufficiently low detection limits
with the CE-MS combination. At present, this is an
aspect of major concern. As indicated in Section 4.2,
the current minimum detectable concentrations are
in the low-ppm range, despite the impressive abso-
lute detection limits in the picomole or even femto-
mole range. A concentration range in, at least, the
low-ppb range is required in most analytical applica-
tions of CE-MS.

Unlike, for instance, a UV detector which is
concentration sensitive, the mass spectrometer is a
mass flow-sensitive detector, which means that the
response R(t) is directly proportional to the mass
flow, dmldt:

R(t) = r (dm/dt)  = r C(t) FMs (1)

where r is the response factor, C(t) is the analyte
concentration profile, i.e., a nearly Gaussian peak in
LC-MS, and FMs is the flow-rate to the mass
spectrometer, which equals the flow-rate from the
separation system multiplied by a split and/or
dilution ratio S. Hence the response is determined by
the mass or, better, the number of molecules per unit
time coming from the separation system, introduced
into the ion source and arriving at the detector. As
an example, virtually the same absolute detection
limits are found in coaxial coupling to CF-FAB with
10 pm I.D. capillaries and liquid-junction coupling
to CF-FAB with 75 pm I.D. capillaries (e.g., com-
pare refs. 33 and 24). Nevertheless, it has to be
realized that at constant flow-rate for a mass
flow-sensitive system the response is directly propor-
tional to the concentration.

At various conferences and symposia it has been
argued that with the electrospray and ionspray
interfaces the mass spectrometer acts as a concentra-
tion-sensitive detector, which does not imply that it
is a concentration-sensitive detector. Moreover, as is
described below, the (highly attractive) concentra-
tion-sensitive behaviour is not at all demonstrated in
CE-MS. Apparent concentration sensitivity can be

attributed to the fact that splitting takes place at the
ion-sampling orifice in the atmospheric-pressure ion
source, i.e., at the nozzle or the glass capillary, where
the ions are introduced into the high-vacuum part of
the instrument. Concentration rather than mass
flow sensitivity looks extremely promising and at-
tractive in CE-MS, because as a result of the
excellent separation efficiencies the sample is offered
by CE to the mass spectrometer in a narrow high-
concentration band. Although as a result of the poor
loadability the number of molecules in such a band is
small, the concentration is comparable to that in
chromatography or even better. Smith et al. [51]
stated that nearly 100% ionization efficiency can be
achieved in electrospray ionization, but that only ca.
1% of the ions are entering through the nozzle.
Further, the electrospray and ionspray  systems are
space-charge limited ion sources. Busman et al. [52]
showed that in such a device the ion density in the
aerosol is limited by the space charge, which means
that only a limited number of ions can be produced
in a certain volume and no concentrating or focusing
effects of ions towards the ion sampling orifice can
be achieved. At a certain concentration, typically a
concentration exceeding 1O-4  mol/l for a singly
charged species [51],  saturation will occur and the
signal no longer increases with increasing sample
concentration 153,541.  The ion sampling orifice
collects a fixed volume from the source. As a
consequence, under these conditions of saturation
the electrospray ion source is relatively insensitive to
the flow-rate, of course within the limits of stable
electrospray performance (cJ, refs. 51 and 53).

In the present discussion, attention must be
focused on the low concentrations rather than on the
saturation effects. From the literature, it is not yet
clear what happens to the spray plume shape, and
thus to the ion concentration in the aerosol, when
the sample concentration is decreased. Most likely,
and especially in CE-MS operation, the spray plume
is actually sustained by the buffer electrolyte and is
not much influenced by the analyte present. In a
buffer-sustained spray, the analyte concentration
decreases with a decrease in the number of analyte
molecules eluting from the inlet capillary. A de-
crease of the number of analyte molecules is the
inevitable result of miniaturization of the inlet
system, e.g., on going from a l-mm I.D. microbore
LC column to a 100~pm I.D. CE separation capil-
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lary. Therefore, because the analyte concentration in
the spray decreases, the number of analyte ions
introduced into the mass spectrometer also de-
creases. Irrespective of the (supposed) concentra-
tion-sensitive behaviour of the electrospray, the
mass spectrometer responds to the number of ions
that reach the detector. Therefore, poor loadability
results in a poor response, as expected from a mass
flow-sensitive device. A good demonstration of this
phenomenon is provided in a paper on the determi-
nation of enkephalins in equine cerebrospinal fluid
cited in Section 4 [49].  Muck and Henion [49]
compared the concentration detection limits that
can be achieved in micro-LC-MS using a l-mm I.D.
column and a 5~1 injection and in CE-MS using a
100 pm I.D. capillary and a 15-25-nl  injection. For
LC-MS a limit of detection of 20 ppb (100 pg or
200 fmol) was reported, which is sufficiently low for
practical applications, whereas for CE-MS a limit of
detection of 2 ppm (20 pg or 60 fmol) was found.
Despite the fact that CE results in a higher concen-
tration in the peak (the peak from LC and CE are
found to be of approximately the same width,
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whereas the peak volume differs by a factor of at
least 100) and the ionspray performance is improved
at the 10-20 pl/min in CE-MS relative to the 40 pl/
min in LC-MS [49],  the decrease in concentration
detection limits matches the decrease in loadability.
This is in full agreement with the mass flow sensitiv-
ity of the detection system.

Currently, various solutions to this problem are
under investigation. Instrumental developments at
the electrospray ion source may lead to better
performance, i.e., improved overall ionization effi-
ciency [51,55].

Another approach is the use of array detection
systems in mass spectrometry that show an improv-
ed performance over the conventional electron
multiplier. The improvements that can be achieved
with a so-called PATRIC array detector, which is
commercially available on a Finnigan MAT 900
instrument, have been demonstrated by Reinhoud et
al. [56].  As an example, the mass spectra obtained in
the CE-MS analysis of some /I-endorphins with
either the electron multiplier or the PATRIC array
detector in the static mode are compared in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Improved spectrum. quality in the CE-MS analysis of a p-endorphin 8-15 fragment by using static PATRIC array detection
instead of electron multiplier. CE-MS with liquid-junction coupling to a CF-FAB interface. From ref. 9 (0 1992, Marcel Dekker).
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These results indicate that a lO&lOOO-fold  improve-
ment in detection limit is possible by the use of an
array detector.

A third approach towards improved concentra-
tion detection limits is the on-line combination of
isotachophoresis (ITP) and capillary electrophoresis.
In ITP, two buffer systems are selected that have a
higher and a lower electrophoretic mobility than the
sample constituents. The sample is introduced be-
tween these two buffers. The two buffers bracket the
sample components as leading and trailing electro-
lytes. As a result of the applied axial electric field,
sample components with different electrophoretic
mobilities are separated into sharp bands, the length
of which is proportional to the amount of analyte.
ITP can have distinct advantages over CE. Larger
sample volumes can be introduced. During a separa-
tion the various ions in the mixture are arranged in
bands of decreasing mobility, the trailing electrolyte
having the lowest mobility. Finally, a steady state is
reached with each analyte in its own band and all
bands moving with the same velocity. If the analyte
in the sample solution is more dilute than the leading
buffer, the analyte is actually concentrated as it
separates in its own band. The ionic concentrations
of each band are equal; different amounts of analyte
in the original sample are reflected in the length of
the analyte band. Thus, a plateau in sample concen-
tration is reached in ITP instead of the very narrow
peak that is achieved in CE.

Termlnatlng
buffer

Leadlng
buffer

The use of ITP in sample pretreatment for CE has
been described by various groups [57-611.  Up to
lOOO-fold  improvements in concentration detection
limits have been demonstrated [57,58].  A schematic
diagram of the experimental set-up for ITP-CE-MS
is shown in Fig. 9. The rationale of the combined
ITP-CE approach for application in CE-MS is that
the initial sample concentration can be adapted to
the concentration required in CE-MS. A 200-fold
improvement in concentration detection limit for
the ITP-CE-MS over the CE-MS analysis of an-
thracyclines has been demonstrated [62,63].  Ob-
viously, other concentrating sample pretreatment
methods may be used to tune optimally the analyte
concentration to the needs of CE-MS. In that
respect, the possibilities of zone sharpening must be
mentioned. In zone sharpening, ion-neutral separa-
tion and concentration effects during electrokinetic
sample injection into the CE capillary are applied for
concentrating analytes on top of the CE separation
capillary [64,65].

7. OTHER ELECTROMIGRATION TECHNIQUES COU-

PLED TO MASS SPECTROMETRY

In addition to CE, several other electromigration
techniques have been combined with mass spec-
trometry. These combinations are briefly discussed
in this section.

The on-line combination of ITP and electrospray

I UV detector

In]ectlon
for ITP

of
Sample
Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the combined isotachophoresis (lTP)-capillary  electrophoresis (CEkmass  spectrometry (MS) system.
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MS has been described by Smith and co-workers
[44,66].  The separations were developed in 100 pm
I.D. fused-silica capillaries. The technique was ap-
plied to the separation of quaternary ammonium
and phosphonium salts, amines and amino acids [66]
and to the analysis of peptides, such as bradykinin,
angiotensin, cytochrome c and myoglobin [44].  The
combination of higher sample loadability, the con-
centrating effect and the concentration plateau,
characteristic of an ITP separation, make ITP-MS
especially useful in structure elucidation, e.g., pep-
tide sequencing using MS-MS.

The combination of gel-filled CE and MS was
described by Garcia and Henion [671. The gel-filled
capillary was connected via a liquid-junction cou-
pling to an ionspray  interface. Relatively high
concentrations of urea and other buffers do not elute
from the gel, whereas the separated analytes are
successfully transported to the mass spectrometer.
On-line gel-tilled CE-MS analysis of mixtures of
aromatic sulphonates, dansylated amino acids and
polyacrylic acids- at low-picomole levels has been
demonstrated [67].

The combination of pseudo-electrochromatogra-
phy and MS has been described. Pseudo-electro-
chromatography involves a pressure-driven solvent
flow through a packed column to which an axial
electric field is applied. The main feature of the
applied field is the ability to tune the selectivity in a
separation of ionic compounds under MS-compati-
ble conditions. Separation and MS detection of
alkaloids and nucleotides with a CF-FAB interface
[68]  and of aromatic glucuronides and food dyes
with an electrospray interface [69]  have been demon-
strated.

8. OTHER APPROACHES TO CAPILLARY ELECTRO-

PHORESIS-MASS SPECTROMETRY

The major attention in this review was focused on
the most widely used CE-MS approaches. Several
other approaches, both on-line and off-line, have
been described.

The coupling of CE to a ion-mobility spectrom-
eter was described by Hallen et al.  [70].  Various
interfaces based on ESP phenomena were tested, i.e.,
a nebulization-assisted spray interface, a flow-as-
sisted spray interface and a direct-coupled spray
interface. Preliminary data were given for quater-
nary ammonium salts [70].

Takigiku and co-workers described the off-line
combination of CE and plasma desorption [71]  and
matrix-assisted laser desorption [72] MS. In the
plasma desorption experiment, fractions from the
CE were directly deposited on nitrocellulose foils,
which were subsequently transferred to the target
holder of the plasma desorption mass spectrometer
and measured. Data were presented for low-pico-
mole amounts of various peptides, such as brady-
kinin, insulin and a-lactalbumin. Detection limits of
0.25 pmol were reported for bradykinin and 5 pmol
for lactalbumin [71].  For laser desorption fractions
were collected in a l-2+1 polypropylene tube, where
they were mixed with sinapinic acid, the matrix for
laser desorption. A detection limit of 50 fmol was
reported for lactalbumin, representing a lOO-fold
improvement relative to plasma desorption MS [72].
The coupling of CE and matrix-assisted laser de-
sorption MS has also been described by Van Veelen
et al. [73].  The effluent from the CE capillary was
deposited as small drops with the use of a sheath
flow containing 2,5dihydroxybenzoic acid, the ma-
trix for laser desorption, on a discontinuously
moving belt. The belt surface was then introduced
into a Finnigan MAT Vision 2000 laser desorption
mass spectrometer, which allows the selection of
different sites on the target for laser desorption by
means of an x-y manipulator. In this way, a mixture
of /I-endorphins  could be analysed at the lOO-fmol
level, while actually maintaining the electrophoretic
resolution [73].

9. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The on-line combination of CE and MS is a very
young technique, the first paper appearing in April
1987 [8]. The technique has been evolving very
rapidly since then, and the results are nowadays very
impressive. However, the major problem that must
be solved to allow a broad breakthrough of CE-MS
as an analytical tool is related to the concentration
detection limits achievable. The femtomole detec-
tion limits demonstrated are indeed very impressive,
although they correspond to concentrations in the
nmol/ml range @g/ml for compounds with a molec-
ular mass of 1000) owing to the injection volumes of
ca. 1 nl. These concentrations and amounts might be
feasible in some biochemical applications, for in-
stance related to recombinant peptide and protein
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products, but not in, for instance, bioanalytical and
environmental problems. The use of array detection
in MS and of preconcentration prior to CE, e.g., by
means of on-line ITP, is advocated to solve these
problems.
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Also of importance is the fact that the high-efli-
ciericy separations in CE result in very narrow peaks
which can pose high demands on the scanning rates
in MS, especially in structure elucidation where full
scan acquisition is obligatory. CE is preferentially
applied in peptide- and protein-related studies,
leading to relatively high mass-to-charge ratios in
electrospray and ionspray and especially in CF-FAB
work. Scan times of at least 1 s are needed to obtain a
reliable spectrum over a mass range m/z 200-2000
on a quadrupole instrument. For sector instruments
the situation is even worse. Scan times play an even
larger role in MS-MS work.
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Finally, micellar-based electromigration ap-

proaches have been shown to provide unmatched
separation power, but MS detection has not yet been
achieved in such systems. This certainly is one of the
important challenges of current and future research.
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